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Abstract

Social sensing has emerged as a pervasive and scalable
sensing paradigm to collect observations of the physical
world from human sensors. A key advantage of social
sensing is its infrastructure-free nature. In this paper, we
focus on a streaming urban infrastructure monitoring
(Streaming UIM) problem in social sensing. The goal is
to automatically detect the urban infrastructure damages
from the streaming imagery data posted on social media
by exploring the collective power of both AI and human
intelligence from crowdsourcing systems. Our work is
motivated by the limitation of current AI and crowd-
sourcing solutions that either fail in many critical time-
sensitive UIM application scenarios or are not easily
generalizable to monitor the damage of different types
of urban infrastructures. We identify two critical chal-
lenges in solving our problem: i) it is difficult to dynam-
ically integrate AI and crowd intelligence to effectively
identify and fix the failure cases of AI solutions; ii) it is
non-trivial to obtain accurate human intelligence from
unreliable crowd workers in streaming UIM applica-
tions. In this paper, we propose StreamCollab, a stream-
ing crowd-AI collaborative system that explores the
collaborative intelligence from AI and crowd to solve
the streaming UIM problem. The evaluation results on
a real-world urban infrastructure imagery dataset col-
lected from social media demonstrate that StreamCollab
consistently outperforms both state-of-the-art AI and
crowd-AI baselines in UIM accuracy while maintaining
the lowest computational cost.

Introduction
Social sensing has emerged as a pervasive and scalable sens-
ing paradigm to collect observations of the physical world
from human sensors (Wang et al. 2019a, 2012). Examples of
social sensing applications include urban air quality assess-
ment with reports from citizen scientists (Dutta et al. 2016),
real-time traffic condition monitoring using crowdsensing
data (Lin and Li 2020), and disaster response with social
media posts (Wang et al. 2014). A key advantage of so-
cial sensing is its infrastructure-free nature that does not re-
quire any infrastructure sensors (e.g., surveillance cameras,
radar sensors) in the data collection process, making such
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sensing paradigm pervasive and scalable (Wang, Abdelza-
her, and Kaplan 2015). In this paper, we study an emerg-
ing problem – streaming urban infrastructure monitoring
(Streaming UIM) (Figueiras et al. 2018) – in social sensing.
The goal is to automatically detect the urban infrastructure
damages from the streaming imagery data posted on social
media. The outputs of the streaming UIM applications can
be used by local and federal governments and infrastructure
management authorities (e.g., Department of Public Works,
Department of Construction) to provide timely repair and
maintenance actions to the sites and save them from further
damages and severe consequences (Zhao et al. 2018).

Recent advances in artificial intelligence (AI) and crowd-
sourcing have been applied to address the UIM prob-
lem (Oshri et al. 2018; Kankanamge et al. 2019; Harris et al.
2017; Alavi and Buttlar 2019). On one hand, the AI-based
UIM solutions significantly improve the computational effi-
ciency in streaming UIM applications compared to the tra-
ditional UIM solutions that are mainly done by the domain
specialists (Oshri et al. 2018; Kankanamge et al. 2019).
However, we observe that current AI-based solutions could
fail in many critical time-sensitive UIM application scenar-
ios. Figure 1 shows a few examples of such failure scenar-
ios of AI-based solutions. We observe that the AI solutions
miss the critical urban infrastructure damages such as bro-
ken stop sign, cracked building, collapsed road, and fallen
traffic light. Those urban infrastructure damages could lead
to severe consequences if those damages are not detected
and responded rapidly. For example, the broken stop sign
in Figure 1(a) could lead to severe traffic accidents and the
cracked building in Figure 1(b) could result in a building
collapse. On the other hand, recent efforts in citizen sci-
ence and crowdsourcing have been made to overcome the
limitation of the AI solutions by incentivizing citizen work-
ers to monitor and report the potential urban infrastructure
damages in a timely manner (e.g., SeeClickFix, FixeMyS-
treet, ImproveMyCity) (Harris et al. 2017; Alavi and But-
tlar 2019). Citizen workers are often observed to perform
better at identifying the urban infrastructure damage where
AI solutions fail (Mandel et al. 2020). However, the cur-
rent crowdsourcing solutions are often designed for a spe-
cific UIM task (e.g., monitoring road conditions, detecting
building damages) and require extensive efforts to develop,
distribute, and maintain the crowdsourcing apps to support
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the UIM tasks (Seto and Sekimoto 2019). Additionally, the
actual UIM performance of these efforts often largely de-
pends on the penetration ratio of the apps, which is always a
challenge (Wang et al. 2017). As a result, the current crowd-
sourcing solutions are not easily generalizable to monitor the
damage of different types of urban infrastructures as shown
in Figure 1.

(a) Broken Stop Sign (b) Cracked Building

(c) Collapsed Road (d) Fallen Traffic Light

Damaged Urban Infrastructure recognized as Non-Damaged by
AI (The red rectangles indicate the actual damaged areas)

Figure 1: Examples of Failure Cases from AI-based in
Streaming UIM Applications

To address the limitations of current solutions, this paper
develops a social sensing-based crowd-AI collaborative sys-
tem to solve the streaming UIM problem by leveraging the
collaborative intelligence from both AI and the human in-
telligence from crowdsourcing systems. On one hand, our
system is designed to leverage AI’s high efficiency to ex-
amine the vast amount of streaming social sensing data to
identify potential infrastructure damages. On the other hand,
our system dynamically incorporates the human intelligence
from crowdsourcing systems to identify and fix the failure
cases of AI to boost overall UIM performance. To obtain
the human intelligence, we leverage the well-known crowd-
sourcing platform (i.e., Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT)1)
to acquire timely crowd responses about potential infrastruc-
ture damages reported in social sensing data. We refer to the
human intelligence from crowdsourcing systems as crowd
intelligence in our paper. While the design of our solution
allows it to explore the collective intelligence of both hu-
man and machine intelligence and be generalizable to detect
different types of urban infrastructure damage (e.g., the ones
shown in Figure 1), it is not a trivial task to develop such a
streaming crowd-AI collaborative system due to two critical
challenges that we elaborate below.

Streaming Crowd-AI Collaboration. The first challenge
lies in how to dynamically integrate AI and crowd intelli-

1https://www.mturk.com

gence to effectively identify and fix the failure cases of AI
solutions in streaming UIM applications. One straightfor-
ward solution to address this problem is to directly ask the
crowd workers to examine every output of AI solutions to
identify and fix the failure cases as shown in Figure 1. How-
ever, such an approach is impractical due to the heavy labor
costs and low efficiency, which could lead to a significant de-
lay in streaming UIM applications (Pan et al. 2016). Recent
efforts in crowd-AI hybrid systems were made to address
this issue by only selecting the imagery data with compli-
cated image property for crowd labeling under the assump-
tion that the AI solutions are more likely to fail when the
image is complex (Zhang et al. 2019; Sener and Savarese
2018). Those approaches then use the collected crowd la-
bels to retrain the AI models to capture the dynamics of the
streaming data. However, the AI model retraining process
could lead to a non-negligible delay in providing timely re-
sponses to the UIM applications. Therefore, it remains to be
a challenging question on how to design a streaming crowd-
AI collaboration system to ensure desirable streaming UIM
performance.

Uncertainty in Streaming Crowd Intelligence. The second
challenge refers to the fact that it is difficult to obtain ac-
curate human intelligence from unreliable crowd workers in
streaming UIM applications. Unlike urban infrastructure la-
bels obtained from domain experts in infrastructure manage-
ment, the crowd annotations are often noisy and inconsis-
tent due to the intrinsic uncertainty of crowd workers (e.g.,
lack of professional knowledge in infrastructure or civil en-
gineering, conflicting responses from different crowd work-
ers) (Hansson and Ludwig 2019). As a result, the current
crowd-AI models could encounter a non-trivial performance
loss when those models are trained on the imperfect crowd
labels. Recent efforts address this problem by leveraging the
crowd responses from a large number of data samples to
build an effective de-noising model to obtain reliable crowd
responses (Li et al. 2016; Zhang et al. 2019). However, there
exists a “cold start" problem in our streaming UIM applica-
tion, where the crowd responses on a large number of social
media data are often not available at the beginning of the
application (Mavridis, Gross-Amblard, and Miklós 2016).
Therefore, it remains to be a challenging task to derive the
accurate crowd intelligence in streaming UIM applications.

To address the above challenges, we develop StreamCol-
lab, a streaming crowd-AI collaborative system that ex-
plores the collaborative intelligence from AI and crowd to
solve the streaming UIM problem. To address the first chal-
lenge, we develop a dynamic deep uncertainty-aware es-
timation network that quantifies the uncertainty of the in-
frastructure damage estimation results and uses the esti-
mated uncertainty to effectively detect the failure cases of
AI. To address the second challenge, we develop a stream-
ing crowd knowledge fusion framework that updates the
estimation of unknown infrastructure damage labels from
crowd responses to fix the failure cases of AI through a
novel recursive estimation model. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our StreamCollab is the first streaming crowd-AI hy-
brid system to dynamically fuse the AI and crowd intelli-
gence under a principled analytical framework to address
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the streaming UIM problem. We evaluate the StreamCollab
using a real-world urban infrastructure imagery dataset col-
lected from social media. The evaluation results show that
StreamCollab consistently outperforms both state-of-the-art
AI-approaches and crowd-AI baselines in correctly identify-
ing the damaged urban infrastructure while maintaining the
lowest computational cost under various types of evaluation
scenarios.

Related Work
Social Sensing
Social sensing has emerged as a new and pervasive sens-
ing paradigm where human sensors collectively report
timely observations about the physical world (Wang et al.
2019a). Examples of social sensing applications include
real-time traffic condition monitoring using social media
data (Laubis et al. 2019), natural disaster and emergency re-
sponse systems by leveraging user’s posts from social me-
dia feeds (Zhang et al. 2016), tracking urban environment
conditions with self-reports from citizen scientists and engi-
neers (Huang et al. 2018), and detecting infectious disease
outbreaks in urban areas using location-based crowd track-
ing services (Mejova, Weber, and Fernandez-Luque 2018).
Several key challenges exist in social sensing applications,
including data sparsity, data reliability, real-time response
guarantee, and privacy perseverance (Capponi et al. 2019;
Wang, Kaplan, and Abdelzaher 2014; Zhang et al. 2020a).
However, it remains a critical challenge to dynamically inte-
grate AI and crowd intelligence to solve the streaming UIM
problem in social sensing applications. In this paper, we de-
velop a novel streaming crowd-AI collaborative system to
accurately detect urban infrastructure damages in streaming
social media imagery data.

Urban Infrastructure Monitoring
Previous efforts in urban infrastructure monitoring have
leveraged AI and crowdsourcing technique to detect and as-
sess the infrastructure damage in urban areas (Harris et al.
2017; Zhang and Wang 2015; Mei and Gül 2019; Wang
et al. 2019b; Cervone et al. 2017). For example, Harris
et al. developed a crowdsourcing monitoring paradigm to
assess transportation infrastructure conditions using multi-
media data collected from volunteer citizens (Harris et al.
2017). Mei et al. proposed a bridge damage detection frame-
work by analyzing mobile sensor data from vehicles travel-
ing on bridges (Mei and Gül 2019). Wang et al. designed a
mobile crowdsourcing based urban road crack detection sys-
tem that identifies road crack damage by aggregating crowd-
sourced image data and mobile sensor data (Wang et al.
2019b). Cervone et al. incorporated social media feeds with
satellite images to assess urban transportation damages dur-
ing emergencies (Cervone et al. 2017). Cervone et al. in-
corporated social media feeds with satellite images for road
damage assessment during disaster events (Cervone et al.
2017). However, those AI-based solutions could fail in many
time-sensitive UIM application scenarios and lead to further
damages and severe consequences. This is because the AI
solutions often lack a clear understanding of different types

of complex urban infrastructure damages in the presence of
a vast amount of streaming social media data (Hand 2017).
Meanwhile, recent efforts in citizen science and crowdsourc-
ing overcome the limitation of current AI solutions by ac-
tively recruiting participants to examine the urban infrastruc-
ture conditions and report any potential infrastructure dam-
ages through crowdsourcing apps (e.g., SeeClickFix, Fixe-
MyStreet, ImproveMyCity) (Alavi and Buttlar 2019; Man-
del et al. 2020). However, those solutions are not easily
generalizable to different types of UIM applications due to
the extensive efforts required to develop and manage those
crowdsourcing apps and the challenge of keeping a sufficient
penetration ratio of the apps. In contrast, we develop a social
sensing-based crowd-AI collaborative system that explicitly
explores the rich urban infrastructure damage information
from the social sensing data, which is generalizable to dif-
ferent types of urban infrastructure damages. Furthermore,
our system dynamically leverages the imperfect crowd in-
telligence to carefully identify and fix the failure cases of AI
and provide accurate and timely UIM service.

Crowd-AI Hybrid Systems

Our work is also related to crowd-AI hybrid systems that
leverage human intelligence to solve the complex AI-driven
computational problems (Goldberg, Wang, and Grant 2017;
Zhang et al. 2021; Jarrett et al. 2014; Zhang et al. 2020b;
Sener and Savarese 2018; Zhang et al. 2019). For exam-
ple, Jarrett et. al. designed an image complexity quantifica-
tion mechanism that combines the human and machine in-
telligence to adaptively optimize the overall performance of
the deep learning model for mobile face recognition (Jar-
rett et al. 2014). Sener et. al. proposed a deep core-set se-
lection approach that collects crowd labels from a subset
of representative images to retrain the AI models to im-
prove the overall accuracy in natural scene image classifi-
cation tasks (Sener and Savarese 2018). Zhang et. al. de-
signed a crowd-AI hybrid system that leverages crowd in-
telligence to retrain the AI models and combine crowd la-
bels with AI outputs to troubleshoot and tune the perfor-
mance of AI algorithms in disaster damage assessment ap-
plications (Zhang et al. 2019). Goldberg et al. proposed a
crowd-assisted text segmentation framework that integrates
crowdsourced text labels with a conditional random fields
model to accurately segment textual documents (Goldberg,
Wang, and Grant 2017). However, those approaches cannot
be directly adopted to solve our problem because they often
require a sufficient amount of reliable crowd responses to de-
rive accurate crowd labels to optimize the crowd-AI system
performance. However, such a large amount of crowd labels
are not available in our streaming UIM application due to the
“cold start" problem. More importantly, those approaches
often use the collected crowd labels to retrain the AI models
to capture the dynamics of the streaming data, which could
lead to a non-trivial delay to the streaming UIM applica-
tions. To the best of our knowledge, the StreamCollab is
the first dynamic crowd-AI system to address the streaming
UIM problem under a principal streaming analytical frame-
work.
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Problem Definition
In this section, we formally present the problem of streaming
crowd-AI collaborative urban infrastructure monitoring. We
first define a few key terms that will be used in the problem
formulation.

Definition 1 Urban Infrastructure Image Stream (X):
We define X = {X1, X2, ..., XT } to be the set of stream-
ing urban infrastructure images collected from social media
platforms (e.g., Twitter, Facebook), where each image con-
tains a view of urban infrastructure facilities (as shown in
Figure 1). In particular, Xt ∈ X denotes the infrastructure
image collected from the tth timestep and T is the total num-
ber of timesteps in a studied streaming UIM application.

Definition 2 Infrastructure Damage-related Features
(V ): We define the infrastructure damage-related features
Vt to be the visual features (e.g., building and road cracks,
broken traffic signs) in Xt that directly indicate the urban
infrastructure damage.

Definition 3 Urban Infrastructure Damage Label (Y ):
An urban infrastructure site is considered as “damaged” (la-
beled as Yt = 1) if the infrastructure captured in the social
media image Xt contains physical damage that can cause
potential safety hazards or reduce the functionality of the in-
frastructure (e.g., Figure 1). Otherwise, the urban infrastruc-
ture site captured in the image is considered as “not dam-
aged” (labeled as Yt = 0).

Definition 4 Infrastructure Damage Label Estimated by
AI (Ŷ AI): We define Ŷ AI to be the infrastructure damage
label estimated by AI module of our crowd-AI system. In
particular, Ŷ AIt indicates the estimated infrastructure dam-
age label for Xt at timestep t.

Definition 5 Uncertainty of AI Estimation (U): We first
consider the estimation error between the actual and esti-
mated infrastructure damage label |Y AIt − Yt|. Y AIt repre-
sents the deep feature generated by a deep neural network for
UIM task after the final softmax activation function, which
directly indicates the infrastructure damage label in the im-
age Xt (Martins and Astudillo 2016). We observe that such
an error often follows a Gaussian distribution (Kendall, Gal,
and Cipolla 2018):

|Y AIt − Yt| ∼ N (0, U2
t ) (1)

where Ut indicates the estimation uncertainty that represents
the standard deviation of the estimation error |Y AIt − Yt|. In
addition, we define U = {U1, U2, ..., UT } to be the estima-
tion uncertainty for images in X .

Definition 6 Crowd Query (Q): We define a crowd query
Q as a crowdsourcing task where a subset of images in so-
cial media data stream X are dynamically sent to the crowd-
sourcing platforms to ask the crowd workers to label the po-
tential infrastructure damages. In particular, our crowd-AI
system asks a set of J crowd workers to mark the infrastruc-
ture damage label for each image in the crowd query.

Definition 7 Crowd Query Ratio (θ): We define θ to be
an application-specific parameter that indicates the amount

of urban infrastructure-related social media images that are
dynamically added to the crowd query based on the perfor-
mance and budget trade-off in a streaming UIM application.

Definition 8 Infrastructure Damage Label Marked by
Crowd (Ŷ CI): We define Ŷ CI to be the infrastructure
damage label marked by crowd worker from the crowd-

sourcing platforms. In particular, Ŷ CIjt indicates the infras-
tructure damage label marked by the jth crowd worker CIj
in crowd query Q for Xt.

Definition 9 Infrastructure Damage Label Identified by
Crowd-AI system (Ŷ ): We define Ŷ to be the infrastruc-
ture damage label identified by our crowd-AI collaboration
system by dynamically fusing the inputs from both AI and
crowd (i.e., Ŷ AI and Ŷ CI ). We will discuss the detailed de-
sign on how to derive the accurate Ŷ in the next section. In
particular, Ŷt indicates the identified infrastructure damage
label for Xt at timestep t.

The goal of our problem is to dynamically fuse the AI
and crowd intelligence to accurately identify the urban in-
frastructure damage in the streaming social media images
on-the-fly. Using the above definitions, our problem is for-
mally defined as follows:

arg max Pr(Ŷt = Yt | Xt, Q, θ), ∀ 1 ≤ t ≤ T (2)

where Ŷt and Yt are the estimated and ground-truth label for
an urban infrastructure imageXt at timestep t. This problem
is challenging because it is difficult to dynamically fuse the
uncertain AI and imperfect crowd intelligence to accurately
detect infrastructure damage from the UIM data streams. In
this paper, we develop a StreamCollab framework to address
those challenges, which is elaborated in the next section.

Solution
The overview of the StreamCollab is shown in Figure 2. In
particular, it consists of two main modules: 1) Uncertainty-
driven Dynamic Quality Estimation (UDQE) and 2) Stream-
ing Crowd Knowledge Fusion (SCKF). First, the UDQE
module develops a dynamic deep uncertainty-aware estima-
tion network that estimates the infrastructure damage labels
of incoming social media images and infers the uncertainty
of the estimation results to detect the failure cases of AI.
Then, the SCKF module designs a streaming crowd knowl-
edge fusion engine that leverages the imperfect crowd intel-
ligence to effectively fix the failure cases of AI on-the-fly
through a novel recursive estimation model.

Uncertainty-driven Dynamic Quality Estimation
(UDQE)
In this subsection, we present the uncertainty-driven dy-
namic quality estimation network design in StreamCollab
to dynamically estimate the urban infrastructure damage la-
bels of input images and quantify the uncertainty of the
estimation results. An overall design of our UDQE mod-
ule is shown in Figure 3. Our UDQE design contains three
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Figure 2: Overview of StreamCollab Framework

core subnetwork modules: a feature extraction subnetwork
(FES), a damage estimation subnetwork (DES), and an un-
certainty inference subnetwork (UIS). The FES first extracts
the infrastructure damage related visual features V from the
input images X . The extracted visual features are forwarded
simultaneously to DES and UIS. In particular, DES leverages
the extracted visual features V to identify the infrastructure
damage labels Ŷ AI for X . Meanwhile, UIS works in paral-
lel with DES to quantify the uncertainty U of the estimated
results Ŷ AI generated by DES. To the best of our knowl-
edge, the UDQE is the first AI-based approach that designs
a duo-branch uncertainty estimation network to dynamically
detect the failure cases of AI in streaming UIM applications.
The optimal instances of our UDQE network will be used
to estimate the infrastructure damage labels of the streaming
social media data and infer the uncertainty of the estima-
tion results. In this subsection, we first present the detailed
network architecture for the UDQE network and then dis-
cuss the dedicated network optimization process to obtain
the optimal instances of all subnetworks in UDQE. In par-
ticular, we first formally define the FES, UIS, and DES as
follows:

Figure 3: Overview of Uncertainty-driven Dynamic Quality
Estimation Design

Definition 10 Feature Extraction Subnetwork (FES):
We define FES as a feature extraction subnetwork to extract
the infrastructure damage related features from the input im-
ages as follows:

V = FES(X) (3)

We show the layer-wise architecture of the FES in Fig-
ure 4(A). In particular, the FES contains a ImageNet pre-
trained convolutional neural network (e.g., VGG) to provide

sufficient network depth for complex visual feature extrac-
tion.

Definition 11 Damage Estimation Subnetwork (DES):
We define DES as a damage estimation subnetwork that
leverages the visual features V extracted by FES to iden-
tify if there is any infrastructure damage reported in X as
follows:

Ŷ AI = DES(V ) (4)

We show the layer-wise architecture of the DES in Figure 4
(B). The DES includes a stack of dense layers for infrastruc-
ture damage estimation.

Definition 12 Uncertainty Inference Subnetwork (UIS):
We define UIS as an uncertainty inference subnetwork to
infer the uncertainty of the infrastructure damage estimation
results Ŷ AI using the the visual features V extracted by
FES as follows:

U = UIS(V ) (5)

We show the layer-wise architecture of the UIS in Figure 4
(C). The UIS includes a stack of dense layers to infer the
uncertainty U of the estimation results Ŷ AI .

Figure 4: Examples of Layer-wise UDQE Architecture

Given the three core subnetwork modules in our UDQE
design, the next question is how to obtain the optimal in-
stances of all core subnetworks that maximize the infras-
tructure damage estimation accuracy while correctly quanti-
fying the uncertainty of the estimation results. In our UDQE
design, we introduce two loss functions to address the above
question. We first define the estimation loss function for FES
and DES as:

LES
FES,DES : min

(
Y log Ŷ AI + (1− Y ) log(1− Ŷ AI)

)
(6)

where Y and Ŷ AI indicate the actual and estimated infras-
tructure damage label, respectively. In particular, we use the
cross-entropy loss function in LES

FES,DES to calculate the
difference between the actual and estimated infrastructure
damage labels. The loss function ensures the FES and DES
work collaboratively to identify the infrastructure damage
related visual features and accurately estimate the infrastruc-
ture damage labels of the input images.
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Our next loss function design focuses on how to learn the
accurate uncertainty estimation of the infrastructure dam-
age labels generated by DES. Recall that the difference be-
tween the actual and estimated infrastructure damage label
(i.e., |Y AI − Y |) follows the Gaussian Distribution (i.e.,
N (0,U2)) (Kendall, Gal, and Cipolla 2018). We can obtain
the log-likelihood function for |Y AI − Y | as:

logL(0,U ; |Y AI − Y |)

= −1

2
(log||U ||22 +

1

||U ||22
||Y AI − Y ||22 + log2π)

(7)

We can further transform the log-likelihood function to
the uncertainty loss function LUN

FES,UIS for the FES and UIS
through the function negation as:

LUN
FES,UIS :

min

(
1

2
(log||U ||22 +

1

||U ||22
||Y AI − Y ||22 + log2π)

) (8)

Therefore, we can maximize the log-likelihood function
logL(0,U ; |Y AI − Y |) to obtain the accurate uncertainty
U by minimizing the LUN

FES,UIS .
Finally, we combine the two loss functions to obtain the

overall loss function LOverallFES,DES,UIS that ensures the UDQE
module generates the accurate infrastructure damage estima-
tion results Ŷ AIand the uncertainty estimation U as:

LOverallFES,DES,UIS : LES
FES,DES + LUN

FES,UIS (9)

We adopt the ADAM optimizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) to
optimize LOverallFES,DES,UIS and obtain the optimal instances
(FES∗, DES∗, UIS∗) in the UDQE module. The optimal
instances are then used to obtain the infrastructure damage
results Ŷ AIt and uncertainty estimationUt for each incoming
image Xt from the social media image stream as:

(Ŷ AIt , Ut) = (DES∗(FES∗(Xt)), UIS
∗(FES∗(Xt))) (10)

We observe that a higher value in uncertainty estimation
U indicates that the AI model is less certain about the es-
timation result, which indicates the learned infrastructure
damage label is more likely to be inaccurate (Emami-Naeini,
Akhter, and Rock 1988). We determine whether to add an
incoming image Xt to the crowd query based on its uncer-
tainty estimation Ut through active data selection (Abdar
et al. 2021). If the image Xt is not selected for the crowd
query Q, we use the label Ŷ AIt estimated by our UDQE
module as the final output Ŷt of our StreamCollab frame-
work for image Xt at timestep t.

Streaming Crowd knowledge Fusion (SCKF)
In the previous subsection, we present the UDQE module
that identifies the failure cases of AI in the streaming UIM
application. Our next question is how to dynamically ob-
tain accurate and timely human intelligence from unreliable
crowd workers to fix the failure cases of AI. Unlike urban
infrastructure labels obtained from domain experts in infras-
tructure management, the crowd annotations are often noisy

and inconsistent due to the intrinsic uncertainty of crowd
workers (e.g., lack of professional knowledge in infrastruc-
ture or civil engineering, conflicting responses from differ-
ent crowd workers) (Hansson and Ludwig 2019). To that
end, we develop a streaming crowd knowledge fusion en-
gine that recursively derives accurate infrastructure damage
labels from the imperfect crowd responses to fix the failure
cases of AI. In particular, we first define a key term that will
be used in our SCKF module:

Definition 13 Crowd Intelligence Fusion Window
(CW):We define the CW to be a sliding window that
includes the most recent I images added to the crowd query
Q. In particular, we define CW = {X1, X2, ..., XI}, where
Xi represents the ith image in CW and I is the size of CW.

Similar to the online video applications that often use a
local data buffer to ensure the smooth streaming video ser-
vice, the CW in our model is designed to buffer a set of im-
ages with infrastructure damage labels marked by the crowd
workers for dynamic crowd knowledge fusion.

Given the above definition, we formulate a maximum
likelihood estimation (MLE) problem to derive the unknown
infrastructure damage labels Y for images in CW by lever-
aging the imperfect crowd responses from crowd workers
with unknown reliability as:

Pr
(

(Ŷ CI1 , Ŷ CI2 , ..., ̂Y CIJ )|Y
)

(11)

where Ŷ CIj indicates the infrastructure damage labels
marked by the jth crowd worker in for images in the
crowd query Q. We further define the likelihood function
L(Ω; ∆, Z) of our MLE problem as follows:

L(Ω; ∆, Z) = L(Ω; (Ŷ CI1 , Ŷ CI2 , ..., ̂Y CIJ ),Y )

=

I∏
i=1

( J∏
j=1

α+
j

φ+
i,j × α−

j

φ−i,j

× (1− α+
j − α

−
j )(1−φ

+
i,j−φ

−
i,j) × d× zi

+

J∏
j=1

β+
j

φ−i,j × β−
j

φ+
i,j

× (1− β+
j − β

−
j )(1−φ

+
i,j−φ

−
i,j) × (1− d)× (1− zi)

)
(12)

The above likelihood function represents the likelihood
of the observed data Ω (i.e., infrastructure damage labels
marked by different crowd workers in current sliding win-
dow) and the value of hidden variables Z (i.e., the actual in-
frastructure damage label for each studied image) given the
estimated parameter Ω. We further summarize the detailed
explanations of the parameters in the L(Ω; ∆, Z) in Table 1.

Given the MLE problem formulated above, the next key
question is how can we solve the MLE problem in the
streaming UIM application to fuse the imperfect crowd re-
sponses to address the failure cases of AI. To address this
question, we derive a recursive expectation maximization
(EM) solution to solve the formulated MLE problem. In esti-
mation theory (Wang et al. 2013), the estimation parameter
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Notations Definitions/Explanations

I size of the crowd intelligence fusion window

J number of crowd workers

φ+
i,j & φ−

i,j indicator variables that are set to be 1 when a crowd
worker Cj marks the infrastructure damage label in
image Xi to be 1 and 0, respectively

α+
j & α−

j conditional probability that a crowd worker CIj
marks the infrastructure damage label to be 1 and 0
given the actual infrastructure damage label is 1, re-
spectively

β+
j & β−

j conditional probability that a crowd worker CIj
marks the infrastructure damage label to be 1 and 0
given the actual infrastructure damage label is 0, re-
spectively

d prior probability that the infrastructure damage label
of a randomly image is 1

zi probability that the infrastructure damage label of im-
age Xi is 1

Ω estimation parameter of the MLE model, where Ω =
{α+

j , α
−
j , β

+
j , β

−
j ; d} for j = 1, 2..., J

∆ observed variable of the model, where ∆ =

(Ŷ CI1 , Ŷ CI2 , ..., ̂Y CIJ )

Z hidden variable of the MLE model, which indicates
the infrastructure damage label Y for all studied im-
age

Table 1: Notations in Streaming Crowd Knowledge Fusion

of an MLE problem can be recursively updated in consec-
utive timesteps by considering the streaming data input as
follows:

Ωt+1 = Ωt +
Ic(Ωt)

−1Γ(Xt+1,Ωt)

t+ 1
(13)

where Ωt+1 indicate the estimation parameters Ωt and Ωt+1

at two consecutive timestep t and t + 1, respectively. Xt+1

indicates the image that is newly added to the crowd intel-
ligence fusion window CW at timestep t + 1. The estima-
tion parameter Ωt+1 are used to calculate the updated esti-
mation of the infrastructure damage label for each image in
CW. Ic(Ωt)−1 represents the inverse of Fisher information
of the estimation parameter Ωt at timestep t. Γ(Xt+1,Ωt)
indicates the score vector of the observed data Xt+1 given
estimation parameter Ωt at timestep t. The above streaming
solution recursively updates the estimation parameter Ω to
dynamically derive the accurate infrastructure damage labels
and fix the failure cases of AI. To solve the problem, we de-
rive the inverse of Fisher information Ic(Ωt)−1 and the score
vector Γ(Xt+1,Ωt) and plug them into Equation (13) to re-
cursively derive the estimation parameters Ω (i.e., α+

j ,α−j ,
β+
j ,β−j ) using the above equation as follows:

α
+
j

t+1
= α

+
j

t
+

1

(1− α−j
t
)× I × d× (t+ 1)

×

 ∑
i∈Gt+1

j,+

z
t+1
i × (1− α+

j

t − α−j
t
)−

∑
i∈Gt+1

j,∅

z
t+1
i × α+

j

t



α
−
j

t+1
= α

−
j

t
+

1

(1− α+
j

t
)× I × d× (t+ 1)

×

 ∑
i∈Gt+1

j,−

z
t+1
i × (1− α+

j

t − α−j
t
)−

∑
i∈Gt+1

j,∅

z
t+1
i × α−j

t



β
+
j

t+1
= β

+
j

t
+

1

(1− β−j
t
)× I × (1− d)× (t+ 1)

×

 ∑
i∈Gt+1

j,−

(1− zt+1
i )× (1− β+

j

t − β−j
t
)−

∑
i∈Gt+1

j,∅

(1− zt+1
i )× β+

j

t



β
−
j

t+1
= β
−
j

t
+

1

(1− β+
j

t
)× I × (1− d)× (t+ 1)

×

 ∑
i∈Gt+1

j,+

(1− zt+1
i )× (1− β+

j

t − β−j
t
)−

∑
i∈Gt+1

j,∅

(1− zt+1
i )× β−j

t



(14)

where Gt+1
j,+ and Gt+1

j,− indicates the set of images where the
infrastructure damage labels are marked as 1 and 0 by the
crowd worker Cj , respectively.Gt+1

j,∅ indicates the set of im-
ages that are not marked by the crowd worker Cj . In addi-
tion, we observe that zt+1

i is unknown and can be approxi-
mated as follows:

zt+1
i ≈

P t+1
i,+ × d

P t+1
i,+ × d+ P t+1

i,− × (1− d)
(15)

where P t+1
i,+ and P t+1

i,− can be computed as follows:

P t+1
i,+ =

J∏
j=1

(
Rt+1
j,+

Rtj,+
× α+

j

t
)

φ+
i,j

× (
Rt+1
j,−

Rtj,−
× α−

j

t
)

φ−i,j

×
(
1− (

Rt+1
j,+

Rtj,+
× α+

j

t
)

φ+
i,j

− (
Rt+1
j,−

Rtj,−
× α−

j

t
)

φ−i,j )(1−φ+
i,j−φ

−
i,j)

P t+1
i,− =

J∏
j=1

(
Rt+1
j,−

Rtj,−
× β+

j

t
)

φ−i,j

× (
Rt+1
j,+

Rtj,+
× β−

j

t
)

φ+
i,j

×
(
1− (

Rt+1
j,−

Rtj,−
× β+

j

t
)

φ+
i,j

− (
Rt+1
j,+

Rtj,+
× β−

j

t
)

φ−i,j )(1−φ+
i,j−φ

−
i,j)

(16)

where Rt/t+1
j,+ and Rt/t+1

j,− indicate the number of damage
severity labels marked by a crowd worker CIj in CW as 1
and 0 at time step t/t+ 1, respectively.

Finally, we can dynamically infer the infrastructure dam-
age label for each image in the crowd intelligence fusion
window from the dynamically updated zi. In particular, we
define the inferred infrastructure damage label by our recur-
sive EM solution as:
Definition 14 Inferred Infrastructure Damage Label by
CI (Y CI ): We define Y CIi to be the estimated infrastructure
damage label for image Xi in CW. In particular, we set the
Y CIi as 1 when zi > 0.5 and 0 otherwise.
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Finally, we use the inferred infrastructure damage label
Y CIi to replace the label generated by the UDQE module
for the image Xi in CW to fix the failure cases of AI.

Summary of StreamCollab Framework
Finally, we summarize the StreamCollab framework in Al-
gorithm 1. In particular, StreamCollab includes two main
phases in performing the streaming UIM task by exploring
the collaborative AI and crowd intelligence as follows:

Model pre-training phase: The objective of this phase is
to pre-train an optimized uncertainty-driven dynamic qual-
ity estimation network instance (FES∗, DES∗ and UIS∗)
that will be used to dynamically estimate the infrastructure
damage labels and detect the failure cases of AI in the next
phase.

Streaming UIM phase: Given the learned optimized
FES∗, DES∗ and UIS∗, the objective of this phase is to
identify the failure cases of AI by selecting the images with
high uncertainty and adding those images to the crowd query
Q. For the images that are not added toQ, we take the infras-
tructure damage label estimated by our AI module Ŷ AI as
the output Ŷ of our StreamCollab framework. For the im-
ages in the crowd query Q, our SCKF module recursively
derives the accurate crowd intelligence Y CI to fix the fail-
ure cases of AI, which is used as the output Ŷ of our Stream-
Collab framework.

Algorithm 1 StreamCollab Framework Summary

. Model Pre-training Phase
1: initialize FES (Definition 10)
2: initialize DES (Definition 11)
3: initialize UIS (Definition 12)
4: for each epoch do
5: for each batch do
6: optimize FES, DES and UIS (Equation (9))
7: end for
8: end for
9: obtain FES∗, DES∗, and UIS∗
. Steaming UIM Phase

10: for each incoming Xt (timestep t) do
11: obtain Ŷ AIt and Ut using FES∗, DES∗, and UIS∗

(Equation (10))
12: if add Xt to Q then
13: obtain Ŷ CIt from crowdsourcing platform
14: add Xt to CW
15: calculate zi using Equation (15)
16: calculate α+

j ,α−j , β+
j ,β−j using (14)

17: derive Y CIt using Definition 14
18: set Y CIt as Ŷt
19: output Ŷt
20: else
21: set Ŷ AIt as Ŷt
22: output Ŷt
23: end if
24: end for

Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the performance of the Stream-
Collab system using a real-world streaming UIM dataset
collected from online social media. The results show that
StreamCollab consistently outperforms both state-of-the-art
AI-only and crowd-AI baselines in correctly identifying the
damaged urban infrastructure under various types of evalua-
tion scenarios.

Dataset and Crowdsourcing Platform
Urban Infrastructure Images Dataset on Social Media
We first describe the real-world social media dataset of ur-
ban infrastructure images used in our study. In particular,
we collect 1,200 urban infrastructure related images from
Twitter using GetOldTweets2. The ground truth labels for
urban infrastructure damage are annotated by domain ex-
perts for the evaluation purpose. In particular, it consists of
612 (51.0%) and 588 (49.0%) images of urban infrastructure
with damages and without damages, respectively. In addi-
tion, we keep the ratio of training to testing data as 6:4. The
training dataset is used to train all compared AI models for
urban infrastructure damage identification.

Crowdsourcing Platform We use Amazon Mechanical
Turk (AMT) to obtain crowd intelligence. AMT is one of
the largest crowdsourcing platform that can provides 24/7
crowdsourcing services with a large amount of crowd work-
ers worldwide. In the crowdsourcing task, we recruit the
crowd workers with an overall task approval rate > 95%
and have finished at least 1000 approved tasks to ensure the
crowd label quality. We pay $0.05 to each worker per image
in our experiment. We follow the IRB protocol approved for
this project. In our experiment, we study a diversified set of
crowd query settings, where we vary the crowd query ratio
from 10% to 20% and vary the number of crowd workers
from 2 to 5.

Baseline and Settings
We compare StreamCollab with a set of representative deep
learning based and crowd-AI hybrid solutions for urban in-
frastructure damage detection.

• MobileNet (Howard et al. 2017): MobileNet is a light
weight convolutional neural network architecture that can
efficiently learn visual representations from social media
image content for infrastructure detection in UIM appli-
cations.

• DenseNet (Huang et al. 2017): DenseNet is a dense con-
volutional network framework that connects all the layers
in the neural network to efficiently propagate latent visual
features for identifying damages in the urban infrastruc-
ture images.

• VGG (Li et al. 2018): VGG is a deep convolutional neural
network based solution that learns the latent visual fea-
tures in the urban infrastructure images for damage detec-
tion.

2https://github.com/Mottl/GetOldTweets3
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θ = 10% θ = 15% θ = 20%

Category Algorithm K-
Score MCC F1-

Score
K-

Score MCC F1-
Score

K-
Score MCC F1-

Score

Random Random 0.0174 0.0174 0.5082 0.0114 0.0114 0.5059 0.0168 0.0168 0.5091

MobileNet 0.4974 0.5056 0.7463 0.5290 0.5290 0.7645 0.5242 0.5251 0.7621

AI-Only DenseNet 0.5098 0.5170 0.7528 0.5298 0.5318 0.7643 0.5379 0.5389 0.7686

VGG 0.5424 0.5451 0.7704 0.5440 0.5514 0.7710 0.5660 0.5667 0.7830

Hybrid Para 0.5117 0.5128 0.7566 0.5334 0.5350 0.7669 0.5465 0.5486 0.7728

Crowd-AI Deep Active 0.4693 0.4723 0.7342 0.5321 0.5348 0.7658 0.5443 0.5495 0.7715

CrowdLearn 0.5428 0.5465 0.7705 0.5491 0.5568 0.7732 0.5657 0.5673 0.7832

Our Model StreamCollab 0.6076 0.6100 0.8037 0.6245 0.6275 0.8120 0.6368 0.6394 0.8184

Table 2: Performance Comparisons on UIM Classification Accuracy

• Hybrid Para (Jarrett et al. 2014): Hybrid Para is a crowd-
sourcing approach that combines the human and ma-
chine intelligence to adaptively optimize the overall per-
formance of the damage detection model of the UIM.

• Deep Active (Sener and Savarese 2018): Deep Active is a
deep active learning based crowd-AI scheme that adopts a
core-set selection approach to select a subset of represen-
tative images that share the deep visual features with all
studied images from crowd workers to annotate and im-
prove the performance of damage identification in UIM.

• CrowdLearn (Zhang et al. 2019): CrowdLearn is a
crowd-AI hybrid system that leverages crowd intelligence
to retrain the AI models and combines crowd labels with
AI outputs to troubleshoot and tune the performance of
AI algorithms.

In our experiments, we keep the same inputs to all com-
pared schemes for a fair comparison. In particular, the inputs
to a scheme include: 1) the studied social media images; 2)
the ground-truth labels of images in the training dataset, and
3) the labeled images from the crowd workers. In particu-
lar, we retrain the AI only baselines using the crowd labels
for a fair comparison. We also include a random baseline for
UIM tasks that randomly decides if there are any infrastruc-
ture damages in a studied image. Note that we do not in-
clude the crowd-only baselines that task the crowd workers
to examine the infrastructure damage of all studied images
due to the infeasible labeling costs in the real world appli-
cations (Pan et al. 2016). In our experiment, our StreamCol-
lab model is implemented using PyTorch 1.1.0 libraries 3

and is trained on the NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000 GPUs. We
also optimize all hyper-parameters through the Adam opti-
mizer (Kingma and Ba 2014) using a learning rate of 10−5.
In addition, we set the batch size to be 20 and train the model
over 100 epochs.

To evaluate the performance of all compared schemes, we
use three metrics that are widely adopted to evaluate the per-
formance of image classification tasks in image processing
and machine learning (Chicco and Jurman 2020): 1) Co-

3https://pytorch.org

hen’s kappa Score (K-Score) (Artstein and Poesio 2008),
2) Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) (Jurman, Ric-
cadonna, and Furlanello 2012), and 3) F1-score. The higher
values of the three metrics indicate better UIM performance.

Evaluation Results
UIM Classification Accuracy Comparison In the first
set of experiments, we compare the accuracy of all compared
schemes in identifying the infrastructure damage of input so-
cial media images. In particular, we study the performance
of all compared schemes by varying the crowd query ratio θ
from 10% to 20%, which achieve a reasonable balance be-
tween the number of crowd responses and the query cost. In
addition, we set the number of crowd workers to be 5. The
evaluation results are presented in Table 2. We observe that
our StreamCollab scheme consistently outperforms all com-
pared baselines when the crowd query ratio changes. For
example, the performance gain of StreamCollab compared
to the best-performing baseline (i.e., CrowdLearn) when the
crowd query ratio θ = 10% on K-Score, MCC, and F-Score
are 6.48%, 6.35%, and 3.32%, respectively. Such perfor-
mance gains mainly come from the fact that our SreamCol-
lab develops a dynamic deep uncertainty-aware estimation
network to effectively detect the failure cases of AI and de-
signs a streaming crowd knowledge fusion model that de-
rives accurate infrastructure damage labels from imperfect
crowd responses to fix the detected failure cases of AI. We
also observe that the performance of our StreamCollab im-
proves when we increase the crowd query ratio. This is be-
cause, with a larger crowd query ratio, our StreamCollab can
effectively leverage more crowd responses to fix problematic
AI cases to improve the overall performance of our Stream-
Collab framework.

Computational Efficiency Comparison In the second set
of experiments, we compare the computational cost of all
compared schemes (except the trivial random baseline) in
the studied streaming UIM application. We define the com-
putational cost as the average computational time required
to identify the infrastructure damage label of an input im-
age. To ensure a fair compassion, we evaluate all schemes
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(a) K-Score (b) MCC (c) F1-Score

Figure 5: Robustness of StreamCollab Scheme

using the same NVIDIA Quadro RTX 6000 GPU. The re-
sults are shown in Table 3. We observe that our Stream-
Collab scheme takes significantly less time to accomplish
the streaming UIM task than the compared baselines under
different evaluation settings. This is because the compared
baselines needs to retrain their models to capture the dynam-
ics of the streaming data by leveraging the labels from crowd
workers. In contrast, our StreamCollab designs a streaming
crowd-AI collaborating solution that identifies and fixes the
AI failure cases on-the-fly without requiring any additional
model retraining.

Robustness of StreamCollab Scheme In the third set of
experiments, we evaluate the robustness of StreamCollab
scheme over the different number of crowd workers. In our
experiment, we vary the number of crowd worker from 2
to 5. In addition, we set the crowd query ratio to be 15%.
We also compare the performance of our StreamCollab with
the best-performing AI-only baseline (i.e., VGG) and the
best-performing crowd-AI baseline (i.e., CrowdLearn). The
evaluation results are presented in Figure 5. We observe that
the performance of our StreamCollab is relatively stable as
the crowd worker number changes. We also observe that our
StreamCollab consistently outperforms the best-performing
baselines over all three evaluation metrics when the number
of crowd worker changes. The above results demonstrate the
robustness and effectiveness of our StreamCollab scheme in
effectively leveraging the imperfect crowd intelligence from
different number of crowd workers to fix the failure cases of
AI on-the-fly through a novel recursive estimation model.

Conclusion
In this paper, we present a StreamCollab framework to
solve a streaming UIM problem in social sensing ap-
plications. StreamCollab addresses two key challenges,
namely, streaming crowd-AI collaboration and uncertainty
in streaming crowd intelligence. In particular, we propose a
streaming crowd-AI collaborative system that dynamically
explores the collaborative intelligence from AI and crowd to
detect infrastructure damages reported in streaming social
sensing data. The StreamCollab framework achieves clear
performance gains in terms of both UIM accuracy and com-
putational efficiency compared to state-of-the-art AI-only

Algorithm θ = 10% θ = 15% θ = 20%

MobileNet 0.1250 0.1778 0.2246

DenseNet 0.1510 0.2149 0.2708

VGG 0.1624 0.2379 0.2983

Hybrid Para 3.1531 3.1533 3.1536

DeepActive 0.1207 0.1723 0.2214

CrowdLearn 0.1614 0.2323 0.2910

StreamCollab 0.0225 0.0227 0.0232

Table 3: Computational Time Comparisons (Seconds)

and crowd-AI baselines in a real-word streaming UIM ap-
plication. We believe that StreamCollab provides useful in-
sights to design new crowd-AI collaboration systems for
real-world streaming social sensing and smart city applica-
tions (e.g., intelligent transportation, disaster response, and
misinformation detection).
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